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AN ANALYSIS OF TOM SAWYER’S SMARTNESS IN "PIRATE ON THE RIVER" NOVEL BY MARK TWAIN

ABSTRACT

Literature is an imaginative work, which not only give pleasure but also enlarges the reader’s interpretation about life. Besides, literature contributes a lot of information from the events happening in other places which the readers probably never go there. Those are the reasons why the researcher is strongly interested in observing literature, especially short story. Moreover, the short story illustrates the problems, which are probably confronted and faced by the people living in the world.

The researcher focuses his analysis on the Smartness of Tom Sawyer’s in “Pirate On the River” by Mark Twain. The problems of this study are. (1) What is Tom Sawyer’s Smartness found in “Pirate on the River” novel by Mark Twain? and (2) What are the causes of Tom Sawyer’s Smartness found in “Pirate on the River” novel by Mark Twain? (3) What are the effect of his Smartness toward himself and other found in “Pirate on the River” novel by Mark Twain?

In the term of research methodology, the researcher uses descriptive research because this study is related to the description and interpretation of what exist with respect to condition in a situation.

By analyzing the story deeply, the researcher finds out the smartness of Tom Sawyer, which is showed when Tom and his friends are in the middle of their adventure, (1) Tom choose precise argument to ensure his friend’s doubtfulness. (2) He give precise answers to all of his friends questions by developing his limited references to become satisfying answers, and (3) He is very careful in detecting his friends weak ideas.
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